Matching Game:

Flying Fish:

Egg Cutting:

Flower Dice:

Lady Bug Spots:

Make a Wish Finger Paint:

Butterfly Counting:

Decorate an Umbrella:

Raindrop Counting:

Sun Rays:

Flower Wreath:

Stick Matching:

Watch the Caterpillar Grow:

Create a Bunny:

Egg Letter Matching:

Supplies needed:
glue
crayons/markers
tape
scissors

Egg Color Matching:

For online instructions

Thanks so much for purchasing The Spring
Box, we hope your little ones enjoy it!

Matching Game::
Scissors
Cut the butterflies and play a game of matching or memory
Flower Dice:
Crayons and dice
Roll the dice and color in the flower based on the number you roll
Flying Fish:
Craft roll
Streamers
Colored paper for the body
confetti
Wooden stick
Googly eyes
String
Tape one end of the streamers to the backside of the colored paper
Flip the paper and add glue
Glue the confetti on the colored paper
(Optional- Add markers as well to decorate your fish)
Glue or tape the paper around the craft roll (make sure the streamers are on the side of the craft roll that does not have the holes)
Glue the googly eyes on the side of the craft roll that has the holes
String the yarn through the holes in the craft roll and tie it to the wooden stick
Run around and watch your fish fly.
Lots of fun outdoors
Egg Cutting:
scissors
Cut the egg along the dots or lines
Try and see if you can glue them back together on a separate piece of paper
Raindrop Counting:
Wooden clothespins
Add the clothespin on the number that matches the correct number of raindrops
Make a Wish:
Paint
Add dots of different colored paint using your fingertips to create your dandelion
Butterfly Counting:
Small dot stickers
Count the dots on each butterfly wing and use the little dot stickers to add that many dots to the
other wing of the butterfly
Decorate an Umbrella:
Glue, tissue paper, and pompoms
(Optional- color your umbrella first)
Add glue to the umbrella
Crush the square tissue paper and glue it on the umbrella
Finish by gluing on the pompom

Ladybug Spots:
Clothespins
Match the clothespin to the number that shows the number of dots on the ladybug
Sun Rays:
Crayons
Roll the dice twice and add that many rays to the sun
Flower Wreath:
Paper plate, scissors, and glue
Cut the paper plate like in the picture
(Save that middle piece for an extra craft. Check our IG page later)
Cut out the flowers and leaves
Add glue to the paper plate
Decorate it with your flowers and leaves to make your wreath
Stick Matching:
Colored Popsicle Sticks
Cut the strips of paper as shown in the picture
Pick one strip of paper and use the picture to create the same pattern with the colored popsicle sticks
Watch the Caterpillars Grow:
Paint
Use paint to add dots to your caterpillar matching the number beside of it
Create a Bunny:
twine and pompom
Cut the face, eyes, and ears of the bunny
Glue it on the striped colored paper
Tape or glue the small pieces of string
Glue the pompom as the nose
Use markers to draw a mouth
Egg Letter Matching:
Large dot stickers
Using the color code add the large dot stickers to match the color of the letters on the egg
Egg Color Matching:
Colored Plastic eggs (green, blue, pink, purple, yellow, and orange)
Cut the strips of paper as in the picture
Cut the plastic eggs to separate the pieces
Pick one strip of paper and complete the egg pattern based on the colored eggs on the strip

